International Health Insurance for Higher Education

Covering international students and faculty in the U.S. and abroad

Solutions for your whole world
GeoBlue offers health plans that power intellectually
curious travelers in every corner of the world.

GeoBlue is the trade name of Worldwide Insurance Services, LLC (Worldwide Services Insurance Agency, LLC in California and New York), an independent
licensee of the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association: made available in cooperation with Blue Cross and Blue Shield companies in select service areas.
Coverage is provided under insurance policies underwritten by 4 Ever Life Insurance Company, Oakbrook Terrace, Illinois, NAIC #80985.
*NAFSA is not a Blue Cross and/or Blue Shield company.
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Looking for trusted healthcare and reliable
service to support your study abroad and
inbound international programs?
“The level of GeoBlue’s service allows us to confidently address the healthcare
needs of our study abroad and international students. All this while providing
user-friendly and unique benefit management capabilities for our school
administrators, students and parents.”
– GeoBlue Client

Meet GeoBlue
Our plans help students, faculty, staff and
administrators identify, access and pay for quality
healthcare all around the world.
GeoBlue offers trusted health insurance coverage
and technology-powered services that help world
travelers stay safe and healthy throughout
their journeys.
With over 20 years of experience, our success in
understanding and serving the unique needs of our
customers is what makes us a leader in the global
health insurance market.
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How can I feel confident that the international
healthcare partner I choose can provide what
my students and faculty need?

Peace of Mind
“We were so out of our element and so frightened and GeoBlue assured us that
things were being taken care of and that they would be handled just as well if
we were in the states. This was an incredible burden, and you took it off of us.”
– GeoBlue Parent

Traditional health insurance covers members
only in their home country. When your
community embarks on international travel,
you need insurance that covers them wherever
they go. When students and faculty travel with
GeoBlue, they’re free to enjoy an international
experience without worry.
GeoBlue provides plans that give members
access to elite healthcare providers all around
the world. For care within the U.S. they have
access to the largest healthcare provider
network available. Leading access to care
is combined with world-class service and
technology to help address health issues
as soon as they arise; a combination that
makes taking care of health needs convenient
wherever your community are.
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Will my students and their families
feel comfortable with the level
of care they receive?
“Wow! That clinic was the nicest one that I’ve ever been to. The staff was
really helpful and expeditious. I showed up early for my appointment and was
accommodated immediately because I am a GeoBlue customer. I’ve been sick
abroad before, but I never received customer service like this.”
– GeoBlue Student

Trusted Care
While U.S. student travelers visit new global locales
they’ll have access to trusted and hand-picked
international medical providers in 190 countries.
Our healthcare providers, including physicians and
dentists, speak English and are Western-trained, so
you can be sure your students are comfortable with
the care they receive.
International students coming into the U.S. have
access to the Blue Cross Blue Shield network—the
largest in the U.S. With 92% of doctors and 96%
of hospitals participating this allows for maximum
convenience and flexibility for those in need of
healthcare services.
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Who will help my students when they need
care in a foreign country? And who will
help explain the U.S. healthcare system
to our inbound students?
“I’ve had marvelous experiences with GeoBlue. I’ve required healthcare in
two countries, both with their own quirky systems, and you have handled it
all with ease. Every time I have called your customer service, the advice has
been expedient and expert!”
– GeoBlue Student

Exceptional Service
GeoBlue is built on a strong foundation of great
customer service. From plans designed with
higher education decision-makers in mind, to
processes that make it easy to find care and file
claims, meeting customer needs is our goal. For
students outside the U.S., global services are
available 24/7/365 to assist members with anything
from coordinating evacuations and understanding
treatment options to arranging Direct Pay for a
scheduled appointment.
Our U.S.-based customer service and medical
assistance teams are readily available to help
international members understand and navigate the
U.S. healthcare system. Our representatives cover
many foreign languages, allowing us to discuss
coverage and personal health topics with our
international members in their native tongue.
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What type of tools are available to help
students, parents and faculty feel more
in control of their own situations?
“When the reality hit me that my son was sick in a foreign country over 7,000
miles away in the Philippines, I felt helpless. But the fact that my son could
use the mobile tools to secure care and arrange for direct payment provided
even more assurance that he would be supported by a completely competent
and forward thinking company!”
– GeoBlue Parent

Convenient Technology
The GeoBlue mobile app puts our
concierge-level service right in the hands of
our members. They can manage their health from
anywhere by searching for healthcare providers,
setting up Direct Pay and providing proof of
coverage. They can also use our translation tools
to help schedule a doctor visit or ensure they’re
getting the right dose of the right medication. To
keep our members safe and informed while mobile,
they can also view security profiles and read travel
alerts within our app.
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I need coverage for inbound students, outbound
students, faculty and staff going on assignment!
Is there one solution for all my needs?
“Though we have all types of travelers, we have a single point of contact
for all services at GeoBlue. That’s what makes this work – there’s never
any guessing on our end, and never difficulty in figuring out how to get
something accomplished.”
– GeoBlue Client

Comprehensive Solutions
GeoBlue experts will work with you to understand
your current program and your future needs. We can
design group plans for students, faculty and staff,
and provide all of the tools you’ll need to manage
your plan. We have plans for your whole institution:
study abroad students, inbound international
students, expats, and business travelers.
And all of our plans include these benefits:
• Unmatched benefits and services
• Elite doctors and hospitals
• Advanced technology
• Evacuation services
• Global safety intelligence
• Single point of service for administrators
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Learn more about
the GeoBlue Solution
Visit: www.geobluestudents.com
Email: studentsales@geo-blue.com

GeoBlue Study Abroad
for students leaving the U.S.
Embarking on a study abroad program is an exciting venture that opens up 
the mind and gives students a broader, global view of the world. GeoBlue brings
peace of mind to students—and parents—and lets them focus on experiencing
a rich, new culture.
GeoBlue study abroad plans provide these necessary solutions:

Cashless access to trusted care
Mental health coverage
Coverage for pre-existing conditions
Emergency medical evacuation
Global safety intelligence
No deductibles
Optional political event and natural
disaster evacuation services

GeoBlue Inbound International
for international students coming to the U.S.
For non-U.S. students enrolled in U.S. institutions of higher learning, GeoBlue
smooths the students’ transition to the United States and gives them peace of
mind during their visit. Our core strength is access to the Blue Cross Blue Shield
network allied to exceptional service. We work with international students to
ensure they stay safe and healthy while they’re in the U.S.
GeoBlue inbound international plans provide these necessary solutions:

U.S. healthcare expertise
No deductibles
Emergency medical evacuation
All plans are J-1 compliant, but J-1 
specific plans are also available
Optional mental health coverage
Optional sports injury coverage
Optional maternity coverage

GeoBlue Expat®
for faculty and staff leaving their h ome
country for a long-term assignment
GeoBlue Expat combines comprehensive global benefits with a new generation o
f
medical assistance services. This plan is designed for international faculty, staff a
 nd
their families when they leave their home countries for six months or more.
GeoBlue Expat plans provide these necessary solutions:

Everyday and major medical coverage
Coverage for pre-existing conditions
Wellness coaching
Global employee assistance program
Emergency medical evacuation
Global safety intelligence
Optional political event and natural
disaster evacuation services

GeoBlue Traveler®
for faculty and staff leaving their home country
for business travel or short-term assignment
GeoBlue Traveler provides group supplemental medical benefits and services
for faculty and staff traveling for business and assignments outside of their home
country for trips lasting up to 180 days.
GeoBlue Expat plans provide these necessary solutions:

Blanket coverage for your business travelers
Sick visits and emergency care
Emergency medical evacuation
Global safety intelligence
Optional accidental death & dismemberment coverage
Optional spouse and dependent coverage
Optional political event and natural 
disaster evacuation services

GeoBlue is the trade name of Worldwide Insurance Services, LLC (Worldwide Services Insurance Agency, LLC in California and New York), an independent
licensee of the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association: made available in cooperation with Blue Cross and Blue Shield companies in select service areas.
Coverage is provided under insurance policies underwritten by 4 Ever Life Insurance Company, Oakbrook Terrace, Illinois, NAIC #80985.
*NAFSA is not a Blue Cross and/or Blue Shield company.

